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Summary
As part of the Exera hacking tournament, a simulated industrial process which can be connected to a
PLC shall be made. The process shall follow the guideline set by Exera and is in this case a simplified
simulation of a water tank. This simulates process will be part of a larger system with the PLC which is
connected to an industrial network via an IT/OT bridge. The idea of the tournament is for security
experts to try to attack various systems to uncover security weaknesses. The solution must be
compact to fit many units in one room and must also be robust as the tournament will last for one
year.
To find a good solution for the tournament, various possible solutions with different controllers and
software’s were compared before one was selected. A prototype was made to prove that the solution
could be viable, before a flowchart was made to guide the design process. The solution, which is
based upon a raspberry Pi running pyqt5, went through several design stages with different program
structures before one was picket.
No robustness or reliability tests have been performed, though the program seem to run well. At
least two weaknesses have been identified and the program could need adjustments. However, the
foundation that has been made seem solid and might be worth further developing as a solution for
the Exera hacking tournament.
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Problem definition and background
In 2010 the uncovering of the Stuxnet-attack shocked the whole world. The complex computer worm
was used as a weapon causing havoc on the Iranian uranium enrichment facility in Natanz. By
targeting the PLC’s that control the electromechanical components in the facility, it was able to
destroy several centrifuges by causing them to burn themselves out. (McAfee, n.d.)
The malware was using undiscovered weaknesses in windows software to spread from USB-sticks to
various Microsoft computers. Once the malware was on the computer it searched for a specific
Siemens PLC software. From the PLC it was able to manipulate the speed of the centrifuges,
periodically spinning the centrifuges too fast while manipulating the feedback so that the operators
believed everything was fine. This made the virus practically invisible. (The New Jersey Cybersecurity
and Communications Integration Cell, 2017)
This first of its kind attack paved the way for a wave of similarly functioning malwares often referred
to as “sons of Stuxnet”. Some of these include Duqu, Flame, Havex, BlackEnergy, Industroyer, Triton
and most recently in 2018, an unnamed malware also attacking Iran. The threat from these kinds of
attacks is severe. They can be used to target critical infrastructure such as, powerplants as seen in
Iran, they can be used to hit the electrical grids, water treatment facilities, military equipment and
more. (McAfee, n.d.) As a matter of fact, Duqu has been observed in energy facilities in eight different
countries and both Industroyer and BlackEnergy has been reported to cause power outages in
Ukraine. Blackenergy left 1,4 million people without power. (Piggin, 2016)
Since the Stuxnet-attack, the frequency of cyber-attacks has increased. The integration of IT and OT
systems has facilitated the problem, making industries more vulnerable to cyber-attacks, both large
and small. (Piggin, 2016) One of the most common motivations for cyber-attacks is extorsion and one
in four power companies globally has been victim of this. (McAfee, n.d.) Ransomware is a good
example of this.
In response to cyber threats such as these, Exera created the cyber security of industrial systems
commission in 2013, CT CSI for short. Exera is an association for companies/industries involved in
measurement, regulation/control and automation technology. The main purpose of the commission
is to monitor the evolution of the legislative and regulatory environment in France, as well as sharing
rules of good practice and knowledge of the cybersecurity market. (Commission technique «
Cybersécurité des systèmes industriels » Exera, 2020)
To increase awareness among its members and complement efforts undertaken by other security
actors, the commission is arranging a hacking tournament. Through discovering security
vulnerabilities, the tournament will hopefully contribute to improvements of the equipment from the
participating members as well as asses the role of the hardware and software from other suppliers.
A series of objectives for the hackers are defined which relates to the security concerns of the
members. Each participant defines and installs an OT-loop which conforms to the standards of Exera.
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Each OT-loop has its own access and its own equipment, including supervision console,
automation/PLC, sensors, actuators and process station simulating an industrial process.
As seen on the figure below, the architecture for the tournament allows direct access to the OT-loop
or access via a router which represents a bridge between the IT and OT network. The first scenario is
where attackers have direct access to the IT-network. The second scenario is with an additional
difficulty, where the attackers have penetrated the company’s IT-network, but still must cross from
the IT-to OT network. The attackers in the tournament are selected professional security experts and
will try their best to break through the security or discover any vulnerability.

Figure 1: Network schematic of the system. Made using Edraw max and images. (Hipel, n.d.) (Raspberry Pi, 2020) (ipc2u,
n.d.)

The idea for the project came from a collaboration between IUT and Exera. I will be working on the
simulation on the process station and the signal conditioner which interfaces with the I/O module.
The name of the project is Simulated operative process: Monitoring of tank, and when it comes to
simulations of process systems there are many benefits.
Industrial equipment is incredibly expensive and having the capability of simulating it will lead to
great savings and can also give access to systems that previously were too expensive. In a simulation
you are in control of every parameter and can easily manipulate and change things in no time. This
contrasts to the real world, where for example the changing of physical components can take hours
or days and has an associated cost. A simulation has no extra requirement for utilities. No extra
water, sewage, power, gas/heat or anything else. It is compact and scalable, allowing multiple
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systems to be simulated on only one computer. It is safe for the operator and for everyone else,
emitting no gasses, fumes or heat, and having no moving parts. The advantages are nearly endless.
To satisfy the requirements of Exera, an industrial solution based on PLC and an industrial network
driving and supervising a process is needed. The process itself does not need to be complex, which is
why a simple water tank has been chosen. This solution will be very small, can easily be replicated
and will allow many participating manufacturers to install their solution in the same room.
IUT is interested in this project because it could be used as a lab exercise for their students, where the
students can practice using PID-control (which is part of the curriculum) on the simulated process. An
example lab has already been provided from IUT. The lab, as well as a presentation of the tournament
and the rules can be found under attachments.

Project objective and tasks

Figure 2: Tank schematic. Made using Edraw max.

The objective of the project is to create a simulation of a water tank on a computer the way described
in appendix 2 of the tournament document. It states:
The outflow shall be constant, Dout = Constant. The inflow Din will be randomly selected between
Dout/2 and 2*Dout when the valve is open. The height, H is measured continuously by a sensor which
provides the information to the plc. If the height is less or equal to Hmin, the plc will command the
inflow valve to open. When H is equal to or greater than Hmax, the plc will command the inflow valve
to shut. The information about the state of the valve and the flow as well as Hmax and Hmin shall be
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sent to the plc. The simulation shall have a graphical display as well, illustrating the state of the tank
and its parameters.
The suggested solution by IUT is to use Matlab on the process station in combination with D-space or
preferably raspberry pi as the signal processor. There are many possible solutions and robustness of
the system is a priority. Starting out, the process can be broken down into several tasks and central
problems.
Central problems
1. How to simulate the tank with waterflow
How to simulate sensor
2. How to make graphical display and connect to the parameters of the tank
3. How to use IO for physical interaction and to deliver and receive info from the PLC
4. How the signal conditioner will send signals to the simulation program and vice versa
5. Is it necessary to have a PLC that can be connect to the system to show that it works? If so,
this needs to be programmed as well.
Tasks
1. Discover options for simulation on process station e.g. Matlab Simulink, TIA, python,
Siemens Simatic HMI or Simit, intouch
2. Discover other options than the suggested one e.g. Full simulation on raspberry pi and
eliminate process station, or D-space or microcontroller instead of raspberry pi
3. Compare solutions and find out how the various components can interact before deciding
which solution to go for.
4. Create flowchart for the program. This will further break down the process into various
steps. However, it is not appropriate to do before a solution has been selected
5. Write the program and connect the components together
6. Continuously document the process and write report at the end

Limitations
Only one solution will be picked for the system and a basic model with the defined controls and
parameters shall be developed. I shall stick to the confines of the project as stated in the tournament
document.
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The solution used in the tournament is compact and small because it is preferable if all participating
manufacturers can install the equipment in one room.
The duration of the tournament is one year. This also creates a limitation on the various solutions
that could have been developed. The system must be kept continuously operational throughout the
entire period or must be tolerant to black outs and temporary loss of internet connection or similar
problems. Finally, it should preferably be maintenance free.

Solution methodology
As stated in the activity plan, I will look at various solutions for simulation programs, see various
solutions for communication between the process station and the I/O module. Then compare and
pick solution. Make a flowchart, make a program for the signal conditioner and ensure that the signal
conditioner and the simulation program can communicate, make a program for the tank, make a
program for the graphic interface. Then I will put it all together into a complete solution.
It is not essential to use any scholarly sources or special search tools to find the various
solutions/programs. The internet is full of open source solutions and tutorials. The information
needed can be found by simply using google and YouTube to find similar projects, then find the
webpages with the documentation for the various programs/solutions. It has already been suggested
that I use MATLAB/Simulink and raspberry pi. For this solution the documentation as well as
examples are available on MATLAB’s and raspberry pi’s webpages.
When it comes to the mathematical modeling/simulation of the tank, it could be necessary to look for
information in textbooks. Fortunately, I have access to both the library of Université de Orleans and
HIOF’s library. There are also multiple textbooks on simulation of process systems online. By
searching “process modeling and simulation pdf” in google, it is possible to find free books in pdf
form for this purpose. It is not always possible to find what you are looking for, but it has been
successful for many of my previous projects.
To answer my remaining central problems, I will look at other similar projects and read the
documentation of the various solutions and components. This is the correct way of solving my task
because my project is a practical one where the goal is to develop a finished solution that is robust.
The emphasis is on delivering a solution that will work, not doing a theoretical investigation of the
most optimal solution.

Possible solutions for graphic interface, simulation and signal
processing.
There are nearly infinite solutions or combinations of solutions to the problem at hand. However, it is
not possible to cover all. To find a good solution to meet the requirements set by Exera’s hacking
tournament, a selection was made based on what could be easily found, what was well documented
and could be executed within reasonable time.
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Signal processing unit
Raspberry Pi
Raspberry pi is a low-cost single board computer the size of a credit card. Its purpose is to teach
people about computers, computer science, programming and more. The machine can do most
normal computer tasks like browsing, playing videos and games, and running general computer
programs. On top of that, it has several General-Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) pins that allows it to
interact with the physical world as well. (Raspberry Pi, n.d.)
These GPIO pins can be used to input and output 5V signals to the Remote I/O module and by
programming the machine it can process the signals into any form needed. The raspberry Pi can work
as a stand-alone machine doing all the processing and modeling itself, or by connecting it to another
computer via Wi-Fi, ethernet or USB, the other computer can do all the heavy work.
The advantages of using raspberry pi are many:
-

It is very low cost, less than $50.
It is very compact, credit card size.
Can do most computer tasks.
Can work as a standalone or in combination with other computers.

The disadvantages are:
-

It does not have analog pins.
Has lower processing power than normal computers.
Requires its own keyboard, mouse and monitor.

Microcontrollers
A microcontroller can be used as a bridge between the remote I/O module and the process station. It
can be directly programmed from the process station requiring no additional parts. Most
microcontrollers come with both digital to analog converters and analog to digital converters
embedded.
Advantages:
-

Can be controlled/programed from a computer which acts as processing station
Low cost, less than $50 for our purpose
Has both digital and analog pins

Disadvantages:
-

Impractical for stand-alone solution leading to a less compact solution

dSPACE
dSPACE is a development system including both hardware and software for development and testing
of control systems for fields like robotics, medical engineering, electric drives, renewable energy,
vehicle engineering and Aerospace engineering. dSPACE comes in many forms with different
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hardware and software depending on your requirements. It integrates easily with simulation software
like MATLAB/Simulink, for real-time simulation and/or control. (dSPACE, 2016)
Advantage:
-

Real-time processing
High processing power
Easy to use with MATLAB/Simulink

Disadvantages:
-

Expensive
Less compact
Not as easily available as the other solutions

Simulation and graphic interface
Matlab/Simulink
Simulink is a software for model-based design and simulation of dynamic systems across multiple
domains. (Mathworks, n.d-a) These domains include power electronics, robotics, control systems,
wireless communication, signal processing, image processing and computer vision, and more.
(Mathworks, n.d.-b) Simulink supports simulation, automatic code generation, test and verification of
systems as well as system-level design. Using its graphical editor with customizable block libraries and
solvers makes it easy and user friendly. The integration with MATLAB enables you to include MATLAB
algorithms in your model and it allows for export of results for further analysis. (Mathworks, n.d-a)
Simulink comes with hardware support packages for both Arduino microcontrollers and raspberry pi.
The hardware package for Arduino makes it possible to run Simulink on the microcontroller using a
library of Simulink blocks. You can access the sensor, actuator and communication interfaces, as well
as monitor and adjust algorithms as they run on the microcontroller. (Mathworks, n.d.-d) The
raspberry Pi support package works similarly, the difference being the I/O interface. (Mathworks,
n.d.-e)
dSPACE is also supported, as mentioned in the chapter about dSPACE.
MATLAB comes with its own design tool named App Designer, which can be used to create GUIs. It
has a drag and drop system to design the app window and an editor for quick programming of its
elements. The MATLAB compiler also allows you to create a stand-alone desktop or web app, making
it easy to share the program. (Mathworks, n.d-c)
Advantages:
-

Can be used in combination with raspberry pi, Arduino/microcontrollers or Dspace
Has block interface instead of text
Has App developer
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-

Huge processing capability

Disadvantages:
-

Requires a separate computer
Requires a license

Python with GUI frameworks
Python is one of the most widely used programming languages today and has multiple uses in
software development, web and internet development, education, business, scientific and numeric
computing as well as desktop GUIs. The last two making python a good candidate for our purpose.
Python offers a few toolkits for desktop GUIs, some for multiple platforms and some that are
platform specific. The GUIS for multiple platforms include wxWidgets, Kivy, Qt via PyQt or Pyside, and
the built in Tk-library. (Python, 2020)
The Qt application framework from the Qt company consists of various libraries and development
tools for the C++ language. These tools have numerous areas of use including General User Interfaces
(GUI), networking, threads, 3D-animation, Charts and much, much more. These powerful
development tools can be used by Python with the help of a set of bindings called PyQt5 which are
like bridges converting between the two languages. PyQt5 supports Windows, MacOS, Unix, Android
and iOS platform, and with the help of the Qt-designer it is possible to quickly build applications for
all platforms. (Riverbankcomputing, u.d.)
The Qt-designer tool for GUI-applications allows you to drag and drop objects onto the window of
your app, making the design very fast. The Designer then generates a python code containing
everything needed for your application, so that you can start programming and manipulating them
for your purpose.
Advantages:
-

Can run directly on the raspberry Pi or on separate computer in combination microcontroller
Has developer making it easy to design GUI

Disadvantages:
-

Requires greater programming skill/understanding

Advanced HMI
AdvancedHMI is a free and open software for HMI applications that communicates with PLCcontrollers. It is based on Microsoft’s .NET framework and has a drag and drop interface enabling you
to develop your program without writing the code yourself. (AdvancedHMI software, n.d.-a) The .NET
framework also gives you access to all its languages and class libraries, making it a very powerful and
flexible tool. (AdvancedHMI, n.d.-b) AdvancedHMI is different from most HMI tools because it allows
you to make executable files and not just configurations run by a run time engine.
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The AdvancedHMI software can be run on a windows machine in combination with a Raspberry pi.
The idea being that the HMI-program will do the visual display of the tank and its parameters, and the
raspberry pi will interface with the I/O module. The software does however not come with some of
the libraries containing the graphics for automation equipment. These libraries can be bought in
various packages for a few dollars per package.

WinCC OA
Siemens WinCC Open Architecture is a platform independent SCADA system for visualization and
operation of industrial processes. (Siemens, u.d.) This program has a drag and drop environment for
design of HMIs and comes with a large library of professional graphics. However, it does require a
license, making it less available for common people.
Using professional HMI software like WinCC would give a visually pleasing result and be a
reusable/scalable solution. If the raspberry pi can be configured to be used in combination with a
windows machine running the program, or if the program can be run directly on the Raspberry Pi.

Comparison of possible solutions and selection
To compare and select a solution a table with a rough assessment of various attributes has been
made. This is not a very scientific comparison of the various solutions; it is just based on estimation
and has some inaccuracy. Still, it is good enough to get an idea of where to start.
Table 1:Comparison of solutions relative to each other. Ranked god, medium and bad, from left to right.

Attribute/Solution
ranked good,
medium, bad

dSPACE +
Simulink

Price
Documentation
Complexity/difficulty
Robustness
Compactness
Esthetic GUI
Accessibility/open
source
Feasibility
X

X
X
X
X

RPi/Arduino
+ Simulink

R-Pi +
AdvancedHMI

X
X
X

X

X

R-Pi +
WinCC
on the RPi

?

?

X
X
X

X
X
X

R-Pi +
WinCC OA
on
separate
machine

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

R-Pi +
Python
(PyQt5)

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

?

?

X

From the assessment it’s clear that a Raspberry Pi running python (PyQt5) could be a good solution. It
is open source and has extensive documentation which is free and easily accessible. It is ranked more
robust because it eliminates possible problems with communication between the signal processing
device, the computer and the simulation software by doing all the processing itself. This also causes it
to be more compact. A demo program has already been made proving it is feasible. The only
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downside being that the GUI will not look as good as professional solutions and it is slightly complex
to program. On the other hand, this complexity is compensated for by giving full control to the
developer.

The QT Framework
Basic structure and function of the QT framework
QtCore is the core module of QT, which adds extra features to C++. These features include the object
model, the meta-object system, object trees and ownership, signals and slots, and the property
system.
The QT object model expands on the C++ object model with features for GUI development. The
QObject class is the basis for this model and provides features like memory management, event
handling, dynamic properties, signals and slots mechanism and more. Many of these features are
directly inherited from C++. (QT, n.d.-a) However, some are provided by the QT Meta-Object system
which uses an external code generator called meta object compiler. (QT, n.d.-b) For example, the
slots and signals mechanism and the dynamic property features are provided by this system. (QT,
n.d.-c)
Every QObject has a name and the objects can be organized into trees. Trees can be created and
destroyed in any order and they are linked together with a parent child relationship by their parent
and child lists. The parent owns the child, meaning that if you destroy the parent, the child will also
be destroyed. However, when a child is destroyed, it will just remove itself from the parent. (QT, n.d.d)

Figure 1: Example of a QObject tree.

The QObject class has no visual representation, that is the job of the QWidget. The QWidget will
inherit the previously mentioned features from the QObject class and is the base class for every UI
object that makes up the visual components on the screen. These components/classes can be
QPushButtons, QLabels, QTextEdits and many more. They will form a parent child relationship with
the QWidget and will also indirectly inherit the QObject features from the QWidget. Figure 1
represents this visually in the QObject hierarchy. The QWidget will paint a grey rectangle on the
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screen and then the subclasses will modify the QWidget so that it looks like a UI that we can
recognize.

Figure 2: Qwidgets nested in the QGroupBox, where the QWidgets are children and the QGroupBox is the parent. The
QGroupBox is also a composite widget containing other widgets. (QT, n.d.-e)

If a QWidget has no parent, it is called a top layer window or application window. The children of this
window will be nested inside the window. Meaning that a QPushButton will be displayed in its parent
widget/window in the grid system of that window. It is the job of the parent widgets to send state
changes to their children so that the state changes propagate down the tree. That means that if the
window is being disabled, the children of that window will be disabled as well. For example, if you
minimize a program, the buttons from the program should not remain on the screen. When there are
multiple widgets, they can be collected into one composite widget. Now these widgets can be
arranged into trees used for more complex GUI applications. (QT, n.d.-e) See Figure 2 to see an
example of how QWidgets are nested inside a QGroupBox, where the QWidgets are the children and
the QGropBox is the parent.
The signals and slots mechanism is used to safely communicate between any object. It is an
alternative to the callback. If a you want a processing function to notify you about an event, you hand
it a callback which is a pointer to another function. The processing function will then call the other
function (the callback) when the event occurs. The disadvantage with the callback is that it can be
unintuitive and that it can have problems with type correctness of arguments, which is why signals
and slots are used instead. Signals and slots use matching signatures and is therefore type safe,
meaning that they can take any type and number of arguments. (QT, n.d.-f)
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Figure 3:Objects communicating via signals and slots. (QT, n.d.-f)

When an event occurs, a signal is emitted. The signal will be connected to a slot, which is a normal
function that is called in response. Using the signal-slot connection, any component can invoke the
slot regardless of access level. The QWidgets have several predefined signals and slots. However, it is
possible to define your own to get better control. A signal can be assigned to multiple slots and a slot
can be connected to multiple signals. It is also possible to connect a signal to another signal, causing
the second signal to be emitted when the first signal is emitting. However, the signals and slots are
not aware if they are connected to anything or not, making them independent. (QT, n.d.-f) Figure 3
shows how the objects are connected via the signals and slots.
An event represents an internal or external occurrence that is relevant to our GUI. It can be mouse
clicks and keystrokes externally, or a QTimer internally. An event object is an object derived from the
QEvent class. When there is an event, the event objects are created and queued. It is the job of the
event loop to take these event objects, translate them and make QEvent objects to send to other
QObjects. It is also possible to make and send your own events. There are different event types which
subclasses the QEvent, for example, QResizeEvents has a size() and an oldSize() function to tell the
widget how the dimensions should change. To deliver the different events, an Event Handler is called
depending on the event type. That means that the QEvent can be handled by any subclass of the
QObject. Examples of a QObject subclass would be a QWidget or below the QWidget, a QLabel and so
on. (QT, n.d.-g)
There are similarities between signals and slots, and events. However, events has a single sender and
receiver which means an event can only be processed by a single object. Signals and slots on the
other hand, can have multiple. That’s why an event is often translated into a signal. For example,
when you click on your keyboard (an event) it triggers a signal which can be connected to one or
more slots (functions) and even other signals. (QT, n.d.-h)
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The Animation Framework
The animation framework is part of the QtCore module and is used to make smooth animations for
GUIs. The framework can be used to animate widgets and other QObjects, or it can be used the
Graphics View framework.

Figure 4:The central classes of the Animation Framework. (QT, n.d.-i)

Figure 4 shows the central classes of the framework and the base class is the QAbstractAnimation.
This class provides the basic operations, start, pause and stop for all classes, as well as receiving time
change notifications. Below the QAbstractAnimation class is the QVariantAnimation and the
QAnimationGroup, which inherits these basic functions. The QPropertyAnimation class enables the
animation of QT properties by interpolation of the property and by applying easing. QT properties are
part of the meta-object system, and an example of a property could be the geometry or position of a
widget. The QParrallelAnimationGroup enables several animations to run in parallel and the
QSequentialAnimationGroup enables sequential animations. The QAnimationGroup is like a container
for other animations, and it can even contain other QAnimationGroups. This makes it possible to
make trees of animations for more complex animations. Combining all these classes gives a flexible
framework for animations. (QT, n.d.-i)

The State Machine Framework
The State Machine Framework is based on the Harel state chart. The state machine is a graphical
model of a system consisting of various states. The states can transition to other states by reacting to
some variable change or signal. It has a hierarchical structure allowing it to have states within states.
In addition, it can add parallel states. This means that states and transitions grow linearly as they are
added, instead of exponentially. It even has a system for history states to save and restore the state in
case of an interrupt. (QT, n.d.-i)
It is typical for event driven systems that the behavior depends on the current state as well as
previous states. That’s why a state machine can be practical. The state machine is run by QTs event
system and integrates the state chart in the application in a simple way. Through the features of the
Meta-object system, the state machine can use signals to trigger state transitions and upon entering a
new state, it can modify properties or invoke methods on QObjects. By using a special state, the
animation framework can be used to animate properties of QObjects when transitioning between
states. (QT, n.d.-i)
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Threading
Qt has platform independent threading support and It is the QThread class that is the basis for control
of threads. One QThread object manages one thread in the program. The QThread inherits from the
QObject class and has thread safe posting of events and thread safe communication using slots and
signals. Depending on the instantiation, the QThread can have its own event loop with QObject slots.
This makes it possible to use Qobjects in multiple threads, to send events to objects in other threads
and to send signals from one thread to a slot in another thread. In addition to this, it enables the nonGUI classes requiring an event loop to run. For example, the QTimer. (QT, n.d.-h)
The QObject class is a reentrant class, meaning that its member functions can be called from several
threads, if they have different instances. Most of the non-GUI classes like QTimer and QProcess are
also reentrant which means that they can be used by several threads at once. This does not however
mean that it is possible to create an instance in one thread, and call its member functions from
another, as these classes are designed to be created and used within a single thread. The GUI classes
on the other hand, are not reentrant and must run in the main thread. The QWidget with its
subclasses QPushButtons, QLabels and so on, is an example of such classes. (QT, n.d.-h)

The I2C BUS
Many different protocols have been developed to communicate between electronic devices. I2C or
inter integrated circuits protocol is one of them, and it is well suited for communication between
integrated circuits on the same PCB. There are also two other protocols comparable to I2C, and that is
the UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) and the SPI (Serial Periferal Interface)
protocols.
I2C is characterized by its low pin/signal count, only requiring one data line and one clock line which
are both pulled high with a pullup transistor. It has a master slave relationship, where communication
starts and stops at the request of a master device. It is common to have few masters and many
slaves; the slaves usually have 7bit addresses giving up to 127 device addresses. Depending on the
hardware and firmware of the devices, they can also switch roles so that a master becomes a slave
and a slave becomes a master. (Valdez & Becker, 2015)

Figure 5: Slave or master with open-drain logic, buffer and external pullup resistor. (Valdez & Becker, 2015)
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To achieve bidirectional data transfer, it uses an open-drain/open-collector with an input buffer. A
master or slave device can only pull the line low or release, allowing the pullup transistor to pull the
line high. That keeps one device from trying to pull the line high while another one tries to pull it low.
Figure 5 shows a simple schematic of how this would look inside a master or a slave device. Activating
the transistor would pull the line to ground, releasing it would allow the transistor to pull it high.
(Valdez & Becker, 2015)

Figure 6:Start/stop condition. (Valdez & Becker, 2015)

To start and stop the transfer of data, there is a start and stop condition. To start, the data line should
go from high to low as the clock is high. To stop, the data line should go from low to high while the
clock is high. Figure 6 shows a visual representation of the start/stop condition. When the master lets
go of the line and both the clock and the data lines are high, it is idle, meaning that another master
device can take control of the line. If a master device wishes to start a new communication, it can do
so by sending another start condition instead of a stop condition. This is called a restart condition and
allows the master device to keep the control of the line and not lose it to another device. (Valdez &
Becker, 2015)

Figure 7: One-byte data transfer. (Valdez & Becker, 2015)

The data is transferred one byte at a time, one bit each clock pulse with the most significant bit first.
A byte can represent the address of a slave, the register address in a slave or data transferred. During
the high interval of the clock signal, the data signal must be stable, because changes on the data line
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when the clock line is high is a start/stop command. Therefore, the data signal changes on the falling
edge of the clock and is sampled on the rising edge. Figure 7 shows the clock and data lines during a
one-byte transfer. (Valdez & Becker, 2015)

Figure 8: Example of one-byte transfer followed by a NACK. (Valdez & Becker, 2015)

Between each byte is an Acknowledge (ACK) or a Not Acknowledge (NACK) bit from the receiver. If
the transmitter sends a byte, it will release the line, then the receiver will pull the line low during the
high interval of the clock, to send an ACK. If the receiver leaves the line high, it is interpreted as a
NACK. The NACK can be cause by a master-receiver indicating that it is finished reading data. It can be
a response from a receiver that can’t receive more bytes, or because a receiver is preoccupied with a
real-time function. Finally, it can also be a response to a command that the receiver don’t
understand. Figure 8 shows how a data transfer followed by a NACK could like. (Valdez & Becker,
2015)

Figure 9: Example of the I2C data line when a master writes to the register of a slave. (Valdez & Becker, 2015)

When writing to the register of a slave, the master initiates with the start command. Following the
start command is the 7-bit address of the slave. Then comes the read/ write bit, where 0 represents
write. The slave responds with an ACK, the master sends the 8-bit address of the register it wishes to
write to. Again, the slave follows with an ACK, before the master sends a byte of data which is
acknowledged with an ACK. Then the master ends the transfer with the stop condition. Figure 9
shows this in a graphic way. (Valdez & Becker, 2015)
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Figure 10: Example of the I2C data line when a master reads from a register of a slave. (Valdez & Becker, 2015)

To read from a register the process is similar in the beginning. The master initiates with a start
command, followed by the address and the write bit. The slave sends an ACK, before the master
sends the address of the register it wishes to read. Again, the slave acknowledges, however, this time
the master sends a restart command followed by the slave address and a read bit. The slave
acknowledges, sends a byte from the register before the master ends the transfer with a NACK and a
stop command. (Valdez & Becker, 2015)
Depending on the application, one may want to choose I2C or another protocol. The advantages of
the I2C is that it requires a low number of pins, it can adapt to different slave devices, it supports
multiple masters and has the ACK/NACK function for error handling. On the other side, it can demand
greater complexity of hardware and firmware from other devices, has protocol overhead and uses
pullup resistors, causing reduced clock speed and increased power consumption. (Keim, 2015)
The I2C is advantageous for networks of many diverse devices with multiple masters and slaves. SPI
on the other hand is suited for one master and multiple slaves. The limiting factor for communication
with multiple devices can be the number of pins required, but if high throughput is important, SPI has
faster clock speed and lower overhead. UART has no way of sharing lines and is therefore unfit for
multiple devices. However, for point to point communication, it is common to choose UART. (Keim,
2015) Ultimately the choice of protocol comes down to the design requirements.

Development process
Prototype
To show that the solution with pyqt5 and raspberry pi could work, a prototype was made before the
decision to go ahead with this solution was made. The prototype loaded the image of the tank onto
the window and used a widget which had its geometry continually updated to illustrate the water
being filled and drained. It had one button for open and one for close, and a widget which changed
color between green and red to illustrate an alert. The program consisted of a main thread running
the application window and a worker thread doing some of the loops needed for processing. Most of
the program was in the main thread, calling methods from the main thread. This caused recursion
because each method would call a new method, and after a few methods (representing each state) it
would come back to the first method and do it again. This was a bad idea because python has a finite
recursion limit set to 1000 by default, meaning that this is not very reliable for many iterations.
(Cooper, 2016) At the time I was not aware of methods, objects, threads or any of the qt classes, so it
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was difficult to program. However, the prototype worked and that was enough encouragement to
pursue the solution.

Program flow and planning
Before doing anything, it is important to have a clear idea of what you are trying to accomplish. An
idea of how the GUI should look and what functions it needed to perform was formed. First the GUI
needed buttons to open and close the valve. It needed a way to input and adjust the volume of the
tank and the flow, so that this could be set by the user. Also, it must contain the tank illustration.
Preferably with animation that shows the water flowing through the valve, into the tank and out of
the tank. When the valve is closed, the animation will show that there is no water flowing into the
tank and when the tank is empty the animation will show that there is no water flowing out of the
tank. Using these criteria, 4 states were derived which could be used to structure the program a state
machine.
State0 represents the empty tank. No water is flowing in and no water is flowing out. When the valve
is opened it will change to the next state. The next state will depend on the flow. If the flow from the
valve is higher than the drain flow, it will enter state1. If the flow from the valve is less than the drain
flow, it will enter state2. This is because the tank level will not increase if the flow is less than the
drain and the tank remain empty, but if it is greater the level will increase. Upon transitioning an
animation showing the water flowing from the valve will show. Filling up the inlet and outlet pipe
with water.
State1 represents the tank being filled/emptied with water. The animation shows that there is flow
both into and out of the tank as well. If the water reaches the top of the tank, the tank will shut the
valve, activate and alarm and transition to state3. if the valve is shut by the controller/user, it also
goes to state3. Upon transitioning the valve animation should show that the valve is closed. If the
tank contains water and the valve is switched to half the drain flow, it will empty and then transition
to state2.
In state2 the tank has a flow into the tank less than the flow out. Meaning that the valve illustrations
will show that the tank is being filled, but the level never increases. This state should be prevented by
the PLC controller, but if it is not successful then this state will show. If the valve flow is changed to
twice the drain, it will transition to state1. If the valve flow is turned of it will transition back to state0
and upon transitioning the intake- and drainpipes will be emptied.
In state3 the tank is emptying because the valve is closed but the drain is open. If the valve is
reopened it will transition back to state 1. Upon transitioning it will then show the animation water
exiting the valve. Finally, if the volume becomes zero it will transition back to state0. Upon this
transition it will show the drainpipe being emptied.
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Figure 11: State machine diagram

Throughout the development period there was a lot of experimentation with different ways of
structuring the program and different ways of executing its various tasks. Some solutions worked
better than others and eventually lead to the final result. To implement the state machine, some of
the programs developed on the way ended up using sub states to perform the animations. However,
the core idea remains the same. This state machine has been summarized in the figure above.
From the state machine the following program flow can be derived:
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Figure 12: Basic program flow

The basic idea the flow chart shows is that the GUI is run by a loop in the main thread and the state
machine is run by a separate worker thread. The worker thread checks what the current state should
be and will call that function. Each state-function will perform its task, set the next state and then
signal the GUI to run the transition animation before the loop returns to start. If the user pressed the
Exit button on the window, the main thread will terminate the worker thread before ending itself.

GUI design
The GUI was designed by using images from E-draw max. E-Draw has a library of industrial
automation images to make diagrams of various equipment. These images could then be loaded onto
QT labels and buttons to design the GUI. The QT-designer was also helpful in designing the layout and
adjusting the various properties of the buttons, labels, progress bars displays and so on. You simply
drag and drop the components onto the window and click them to get a menu to adjust them.
Sometimes it was also necessary to use the stylesheet where you add some simple code to adjust
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properties. After finishing the design, the QT-designer will save the file as a UI-file which then can be
converted to a python-file containing the code for all the elements needed.

Experimentation with the GUI animations
To animate the tank and the flow in the inlet pipe and the outlet pipe three different strategies were
tested. The first one used a widget with an image of a pipe with water in, which had its geometry
continuously updated to animate water flowing when opening the valve. This strategy did work;
however, it would sometimes skip one line of pixels, leaving a blue line where it was supposed to be
grey or leaving a grey line where it was supposed to be blue. This problem does not seem to affect
anything else in the process, it just looks unprofessional.
The second strategy was to use a QProgressBar. This worked surprisingly well. The progress bar could
be modified to look the same as the widget used in the previous design. This strategy was also
attempted on the tank and worked for that ass well. The only problem being its resolution. The
QProgressBar is designed to go from 0 to 100 in steps of 1, causing the animation lag or jump instead
of having a nice flow.
The third strategy was to use QT’s built in animation framework. Using the build in signals and slots it
is possible to animate the geometry change of the labels. The framework also had an easing curve
function which makes animations smooth. The animation runs from start to finish. It is possible to set
the animation time, to start, stop or pause the animation, but since it can’t be fast forwarded or
reminded it is not ideal for the water tank level.

Figure 13: Prototype/first iteration of the GUI program. Made using EdrawMax

Experimentation with the program structure
To structure the program in an efficient and robust way multiple strategies were tested. The main
concern was that the animations on the screen should flow evenly/fluidly, that there should not be
infinite recursion and that the threads should operate in a way that does not disturb each other. For
example, if they are reading and writing to the same variables simultaneously it could cause trouble.
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Certain functions/clases that are not compatible with the QT framework should be avoided. For
example, time.sleep() seem to cause a lot of trouble. Also, one thread calling methods from another
could be a potential risk.
There are several ways to combat these problems. When using QT-framework, it is preferable to use
their classes instead of equivalent classes from other libraries. For example WorkerThread.sleep()
instead of time.sleep(). Using QThreads instead of the Thread library and so on. Using locks and
friends, and queuing is a way of avoiding the simultaneous read/write problem, or in this case the
QMutex class which is the equivalent in the QT environment. Finally, the best/safest way for one
thread to access methods or functions from another is to use QT’s signals and slots approach which is
thread safe.
The various “incarnations” of the program or attempts at structuring the program can be divided into
5 stages. The first version of the program was mostly contained in the main thread where one
method would call another which called another and another, infinite recursion. The states that
needed to run a loop would then start the worker thread that performed the loop and performed
various logic, and because it was contained in the main thread it ran just fine. The problem with this is
the finite recursion limit.
The second version of the program used the worker thread as a loop the way the flow chart shows
(Figure 12: Basic program flow). To animate things in the main window, it called methods/functions
from the main thread which would then perform the animation. However, using this method meant
that the animation framework did not work. You are not meant to call these methods from outside
the thread, in some instances the compiler will throw an error. For example, if you try to use QPixmap
outside the thread, the compiler will state “QPixmap: It is not safe to use pixmaps outside the GUI
thread”. That meant it was only possible to animate by adjusting the geometry of the widgets by
running a for loop that incremented it one and one pixel. This led to the problem previously
described, where it would sometimes skip some pixels, leaving traces of the previous state behind.
The next iteration of the program tried to solve this by using a QTimer in the main thread that would
update the animations with a set interval. The idea was that isolating the two threads from each
other might help prevent this glitch and that the QTimer might be able to make the animations flow
more fluidly. This hypothesis was false, it did not improve anything.
For the fourth version, the idea was to use QT’s built in QStateMachine. The statemachine would then
work like the state machine diagram (Figure 11: State machine diagram). It was set up with all its
states. The state transitions were controlled by signals, and the transitions were assigned their
animation using the QT animation framework. To perform other tasks like increasing the water level
two worker threads were set up, one for state1 and another for state3. To change state, five different
custom signals were created, which would be triggered from the threads depending the value of the
variables from the state machine diagram. The advantage of this approach was that it was thread
safe, that the animation was run by the animation framework. However, upon entering a new state it
was necessary to wait for the animation to finish or else the tank might start filling before the intake
pipe was filled with water. Secondly, two of the states had two animations to play after each other,
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requiring two extra dummy states to perform the extra animation as well as two extra threads to
keep the state machine from filling the tank before the intake had any waterflow.
Finally, the last approach was to go back to the second version and improve upon that one. Which is
further elaborated upon under “Result”.

Display, light and button layout
As previously stated, the design and layout were made using the QT-designer. Like the tank, the
buttons and lights were made using images from E-draw Max. Where each state of the button has its
own image. Switching the images gives the illusion that the switch is pressed or not. For the display
of volume and flow a QLCD was used which is routinely updated.

Physical/electrical signals and I/O

Figure 14: MCP4725 digital to analog converter

To interact with the PLC a digital input signal will be used to control the valve as well as an analog
output signal to represent the tank volume. Because the Raspberry Pi doesn’t come with a digital to
analog converter, an external one was chosen which uses the I2C Bus. The module chosen can be
seen in Figure 14. To drive this module with the raspberry pi, the adafruit mcp4725 library can be
used.
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Result

Figure 15: The GUI window in the various states

Figure 15 shows the GUI window in the four states and the result of the layout/design.
The resulting architecture ended up quite similar to Figure 12, however the flow diagram is an
oversimplification. Each state in the figure is running a loop to perform its task, and when the
parameters change so that the state needs to change, it will animate the transition and break the
loop. Furthermore, to end the worker thread it reads a “stop”-variable in every loop. When this
variable is set to stop, all loops will break, and the thread will end by itself.
Another tread which is not shown on Figure 12 is the interrupt thread. To start the program on the
Raspberry Pi, an electrical signal can be applied from the PLC. The interrupt thread is waiting for a
rising edge, and will then toggle the valve, to open or close depending on its current state. For the
PLC to know the level of the tank, an I2C digital to analog converter is used to send an analog signal
between 0V and 5V.
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Figure 16: Test on Raspberry Pi

To test and prove that the setup works, the raspberry Pi was set up with an analog to digital
converter, so that the signal could be feed back and printed to the terminal. The valve was operated
using the digital input, the simulation ran the way it was intended, and the analog output was printed
to the terminal showing that the I2C analog output worked like it should.

Discussion
The system runs well, when operated like it should. No extensive tests have been made to determine
robustness or reliability. However, two obvious weaknesses have been detected. First, in the case of a
miscommunication between the Raspberry Pi and the I2C an error might occur. If that happens the
program will crash/end. This problem could potentially be fixed using built in error handling with
try/except commands. But for now, it has not been addressed.
Secondly, the program was developed on a windows machine with on resolution, and no thoughts
were given to the fact that other machines/screens have different resolutions. Because of this lack of
foresight, the programs resolution/window size was not made adjustable, causing it to be too large as
you can see on Figure 16. This is in principle easy to fix, though it is time consuming and was
therefore not addressed.
It is also important to point out, that the design goals or concerns from the chapter “Experimentation
with the program structure”, were addressed. The animations on the screen does flow evenly/fluidly,
there are no infinite recursions and the threads do not operate in a way which disturbs or interferes
with each other.

Conclusion
Various possible general solutions were discussed and compared before one was selected. A
prototype was made to prove that the solution could be viable, before a flowchart was made to guide
the development of the full program. Multiple iterations and architectures/structures of the program
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were made and tested to find a robust solution. In the end, the simplest solution/first idea of the
solution was selected.
No robustness or reliability tests have been performed, though the program seem to run well. At
least two weaknesses have been identified and the program could need adjustments. However, the
foundation that has been made seem solid and might be worth further developing as a solution for
the Exera hacking tournament.
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Attachments
Attachment1, Raspberry Pi Python code
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Raspberry Pi Python code
#! /usr/bin/python3
from PyQt5 import QtCore, QtGui, QtWidgets
#import neccessary QT classes
from PyQt5.QtCore import QPropertyAnimation,QRect,QThread,pyqtSignal,QSize
from PyQt5.QtGui import QPixmap, QIcon,QFont
from PyQt5.QtWidgets import QDialog, QLabel, QFrame, QPushButton, QLCDNumber,
QLineEdit, QRadioButton
import board,busio,random
# Import the MCP4725 module.
import adafruit_mcp4725
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)
GPIO.setup(15, GPIO.IN,GPIO.PUD_DOWN)##set pin 15 as input with pulldown
resistors
i2c = busio.I2C(board.SCL, board.SDA)##Initialize I2C bus.
dac = adafruit_mcp4725.MCP4725(i2c, address=0x60)# Initialize MCP4725.
dac.normalized_value = 0 # Use the normalized_value property to set the
# output with a floating point value in the range
# 0 to 1.0 where 0 is minimum/ground and 1.0 is
# Create a DAC instance.
val1 = 426
#parameters for level animation widget
val2 = 291
val3 = 305
val4 = 490
vol=F1=state=S=tog=f2=0
buttonLock=stop=0
F2 = 130
p21=630
#parameters used to set window sizes and wedge sizes
p22=924
p23=135
p24=50
p11=315
p12=167
p13=66
p14=50
maxVol=2000
class customSignal(QDialog):##class for creating custom signals
triggered = pyqtSignal()
def __init__(self,parent=None):
super(customSignal,self).__init__(parent)
def send(self):
self.triggered.emit()
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class Ui_MainWindow(object):
def setupUi(self, MainWindow):##Set up user interface
global sig_anim1, sig_anim2, sig_anim3, sig_anim4, sig_update_display,
sig_setAlarm, sig_resetAlarm, sig_resetGreenButton, sig_toggle
MainWindow.setObjectName("MainWindow")##load main window
MainWindow.resize(1800, 1020)
self.centralwidget = QtWidgets.QWidget(MainWindow)
self.centralwidget.setObjectName("centralwidget")
self.label = QLabel(self.centralwidget)##load main image
self.label.setGeometry(QRect(30, 20, 371*3, 371*3))
self.label.setPixmap(QPixmap("Images/do.jpeg"))
self.label.setScaledContents(True)
self.label.setObjectName("label")
self.label_2 = QLabel(self.centralwidget)##widget tank level animation
self.label_2.setGeometry(QRect(val1, val2, val3, val4))
self.label_2.setPixmap(QPixmap("Images/dark.jpg"))
self.label_2.setObjectName("label_2")
self.pipe1 = QLabel(self.centralwidget)##make pipe1
self.pipe1.setGeometry(QRect(p11, p12, 0, p14))
self.pipe1.setPixmap(QPixmap("Images/pipe.jpg"))
self.pipe1.setScaledContents(True)
self.pipe1.setObjectName("pipe1")
self.pipe2 = QLabel(self.centralwidget)##make pipe2
self.pipe2.setGeometry(QRect(p21, p22, 0, p24))
self.pipe2.setPixmap(QPixmap("Images/pipe.jpg"))
self.pipe2.setScaledContents(True)
self.pipe2.setObjectName("pipe2")
MainWindow.setCentralWidget(self.centralwidget)##make menu bar
self.menubar = QtWidgets.QMenuBar(MainWindow)
self.menubar.setGeometry(QRect(0, 0, 800, 18))
self.menubar.setObjectName("menubar")
#######################################################################
self.backpanel = QLabel(self.centralwidget) ##backpanel
self.backpanel.setGeometry(QRect(1170, 20, 610, 731))
self.backpanel.setFrameShape(QFrame.Panel)
self.backpanel.setFrameShadow(QFrame.Raised)
self.backpanel.setPixmap(QPixmap("Images/backpanel.jpg"))
self.backpanel.setScaledContents(True)
self.backpanel.setObjectName("backpanel")
self.lampGreen = QLabel(self.centralwidget) ##Green Lamp
self.lampGreen.setGeometry(QRect(1380, 40, 171, 171))
self.lampGreen.setPixmap(QPixmap("Images/lgp.jpg"))
self.lampGreen.setScaledContents(True)
self.lampGreen.setObjectName("lampGreen")
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self.lampRed = QLabel(self.centralwidget) ##Red Lamp
self.lampRed.setGeometry(QRect(1570, 40, 171, 171))
self.lampRed.setPixmap(QPixmap("Images/lra.jpg"))
self.lampRed.setScaledContents(True)
self.lampRed.setObjectName("lampRed")
###################################BUTTONS#############################
self.button_green = QPushButton(self.centralwidget)#Green button
self.button_green.setGeometry(QRect(1380, 220, 171, 171))
self.button_green.setStyleSheet("padding:0px;\n""border-radius: 86px;\n")
self.button_green.setIcon(QIcon(QPixmap("Images/bgp.jpg")))
self.button_green.setIconSize(QtCore.QSize(171, 171))
self.button_green.setAutoDefault(False)
self.button_green.setDefault(False)
self.button_green.setFlat(True)
self.button_green.setObjectName("button_green")
self.button_red = QPushButton(self.centralwidget)#red button
self.button_red.setGeometry(QtCore.QRect(1570, 220, 171, 171))
self.button_red.setStyleSheet("padding:0px;")
self.button_red.setIcon(QIcon(QPixmap("Images/brp.jpg")))
self.button_red.setIconSize(QSize(171, 171))
self.button_red.setAutoDefault(False)
self.button_red.setDefault(False)
self.button_red.setFlat(True)
self.button_red.setObjectName("button_red")
self.refreshButton = QPushButton(self.centralwidget)#refresh button
self.refreshButton.setGeometry(QRect(1390, 520, 101, 31))
self.refreshButton.setObjectName("pushButton")
self.radioButton = QRadioButton(self.centralwidget)#radiobutton
self.radioButton.setGeometry(QRect(1500, 520, 120, 31))
self.radioButton.setObjectName("radioButton")
####################################LCD's##############################
self.level=QLCDNumber(self.centralwidget)
self.level.setGeometry(QRect(1200, 40, 161, 121))
self.level.setLineWidth(1)
self.level.setSmallDecimalPoint(True)
self.level.setDigitCount(3)
self.level.setSegmentStyle(QLCDNumber.Filled)
self.level.setObjectName("level")
self.volume = QLCDNumber(self.centralwidget)#Volume LCD
self.volume.setGeometry(QRect(1200, 210, 161, 131))
self.volume.setFrameShape(QFrame.Box)
self.volume.setLineWidth(1)
self.volume.setSmallDecimalPoint(True)
self.volume.setDigitCount(5)
self.volume.setSegmentStyle(QLCDNumber.Filled)
self.volume.setObjectName("Volume")
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self.flow = QLCDNumber(self.centralwidget)#FLow LCD
self.flow.setGeometry(QRect(1200, 380, 161, 131))
self.flow.setLineWidth(1)
self.flow.setSmallDecimalPoint(True)
self.flow.setDigitCount(3)
self.flow.setSegmentStyle(QLCDNumber.Filled)
self.flow.setObjectName("Flow")
self.flow_out=QLCDNumber(self.centralwidget)
self.flow_out.setGeometry(QRect(1200, 550, 161, 131))
self.flow_out.setLineWidth(1)
self.flow_out.setSmallDecimalPoint(True)
self.flow_out.setDigitCount(3)
self.flow_out.setSegmentStyle(QtWidgets.QLCDNumber.Filled)
self.flow_out.setObjectName("Flow_out")
###############################################################
self.lineEdit = QLineEdit(self.centralwidget)####Line edit
self.lineEdit.setGeometry(QRect(1390, 440, 101, 31))
self.lineEdit.setText("2000")
self.lineEdit.setObjectName("lineEdit")
self.lineEdit_2 = QLineEdit(self.centralwidget)
self.lineEdit_2.setGeometry(QRect(1390, 480, 101, 31))
self.lineEdit_2.setText("130")
self.lineEdit_2.setObjectName("lineEdit_2")
#########################Set up Text labels####################
font = QFont()
font.setPointSize(12)
font.setBold(True)
font.setWeight(75)
self.label_levelPercent = QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.label_levelPercent.setGeometry(QRect(1200, 160, 171, 31))
self.label_levelPercent.setFont(font)
self.label_levelPercent.setObjectName("label_volumePro")
self.label_volumeTank = QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.label_volumeTank.setGeometry(QRect(1200, 340, 161, 31))
self.label_volumeTank.setFont(font)
self.label_volumeTank.setObjectName("label_volumeTank")
self.label_flow_in = QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.label_flow_in.setGeometry(QRect(1200, 495, 161, 61))
self.label_flow_in.setFont(font)
self.label_flow_in.setObjectName("label_flow_in")
self.label_flow_out = QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.label_flow_out.setGeometry(QRect(1200, 680, 161, 31))
self.label_flow_out.setFont(font)
self.label_flow_out.setObjectName("label_flow_out")
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self.label_volume_lineEdit = QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.label_volume_lineEdit.setGeometry(QRect(1500, 440, 251, 31))
self.label_volume_lineEdit.setFrameShape(QFrame.Panel)
self.label_volume_lineEdit.setFrameShadow(QFrame.Sunken)
self.label_volume_lineEdit.setObjectName("label_volume_lineEdit")
self.label_flow_lineEdit = QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.label_flow_lineEdit.setGeometry(QRect(1500, 480, 251, 31))
self.label_flow_lineEdit.setFrameShape(QFrame.Panel)
self.label_flow_lineEdit.setFrameShadow(QFrame.Sunken)
self.label_flow_lineEdit.setObjectName("label_flow_LineEdit")
font.setPointSize(14)
self.label_open = QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.label_open.setGeometry(QRect(1420, 390, 101, 31))
self.label_open.setFont(font)
self.label_open.setFrameShadow(QtWidgets.QFrame.Sunken)
self.label_open.setObjectName("label_open")
self.label_close = QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.label_close.setGeometry(QRect(1620, 390, 91, 31))
self.label_close.setFont(font)
self.label_close.setFrameShadow(QtWidgets.QFrame.Raised)
self.label_close.setObjectName("label_close")
self.label_Edraw = QLabel(self.centralwidget)
self.label_Edraw.setGeometry(QRect(1430, 970, 370, 20))
self.label_Edraw.setObjectName("label_13")
###########################End Text label######################
MainWindow.setMenuBar(self.menubar)##make statusbar
self.statusbar = QtWidgets.QStatusBar(MainWindow)
self.statusbar.setObjectName("statusbar")
MainWindow.setStatusBar(self.statusbar)
######################SET UP ANIMATIONS###################
self.anim1 = QPropertyAnimation(self.pipe1, b"geometry")#fill pipe1
self.anim1.setDuration(500)
self.anim1.setStartValue(QRect(p11, p12, 0, p14))
self.anim1.setEndValue(QRect(p11, p12, p13, p14))
self.anim2 = QPropertyAnimation(self.pipe2, b"geometry")#fill pipe2
self.anim2.setDuration(1000)
self.anim2.setStartValue(QRect(p21, p22, 0, p24))
self.anim2.setEndValue(QRect(p21, p22, p23, p24))
self.anim3 = QPropertyAnimation(self.pipe1, b"geometry")#drain pipe1
self.anim3.setDuration(500)
self.anim3.setStartValue(QRect(p11, p12, p13, p14))
self.anim3.setEndValue(QRect(p11+p13, p12, 0, p14))
self.anim4 = QPropertyAnimation(self.pipe2, b"geometry")# drain pipe2
self.anim4.setDuration(1000)
self.anim4.setStartValue(QRect(p21, p22, p23, p24))
self.anim4.setEndValue(QRect(p21+p23, p22, 0, p24))
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####################SET UP CUSTOM SIGNALS####################
sig_anim1=customSignal()
sig_anim2=customSignal()
sig_anim3=customSignal()
sig_anim4=customSignal()
sig_update_display=customSignal()
sig_setAlarm=customSignal()
sig_resetAlarm=customSignal()
sig_resetGreenButton=customSignal()
sig_toggle=customSignal()
sig_anim1.triggered.connect(self.animate1)
sig_anim2.triggered.connect(self.animate2)
sig_anim3.triggered.connect(self.animate3)
sig_anim4.triggered.connect(self.animate4)
sig_update_display.triggered.connect(self.update)
sig_setAlarm.triggered.connect(self.setAlarm)
sig_resetAlarm.triggered.connect(self.resetAlarm)
sig_resetGreenButton.triggered.connect(self.resetGreenButton)
sig_toggle.triggered.connect(self.toggle)
###########################################################
self.retranslateUi(MainWindow)
QtCore.QMetaObject.connectSlotsByName(MainWindow)
##connect buttons to functions
self.button_green.clicked.connect(self.open)
self.button_red.clicked.connect(self.close)
self.refreshButton.clicked.connect(self.refresh)
self.radioButton.toggled.connect(self.lockButtons)
self.WorkerThread=WorkerThread()##start workerthread
self.WorkerThread.start()
def retranslateUi(self, MainWindow):#add text to labels
_translate = QtCore.QCoreApplication.translate
MainWindow.setWindowTitle(_translate("MainWindow", "Simulated operative
process: Monitoring of tank level "))
self.label_volumeTank.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Volume (l)"))
self.label_levelPercent.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Level (%)"))
self.refreshButton.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Refresh"))
self.label_volume_lineEdit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Volume of
tank in (l) [1k-10k]"))
self.label_flow_lineEdit.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Flow darin
(l/s) [100-400]"))
self.label_flow_out.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Drain (l/s)"))
self.label_flow_in.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Intake (l/s)"))
self.label_open.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Open"))
self.label_close.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Close"))
self.radioButton.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Lock buttons"))
self.label_Edraw.setText(_translate("MainWindow", "Made with E-draw Max,
QT-Designer and PyQt5"))
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def animate1(self):##animation methods
self.anim1.start()#start animation
def animate2(self):
self.anim2.start()
def animate3(self):
self.anim3.start()
def animate4(self):
self.anim4.start()
def lockButtons(self):#lock the buttons on the GUI
global buttonLock
if buttonLock==0:
buttonLock=1
else:
buttonLock=0
def open(self):#open valve, randomly select flow between 2F2 and F2/2
global F1,F2,S,buttonLock
if buttonLock==0:
if random.randint(0,1):
F1=2*F2
S=2
else:
F1=F2/2
S=1
self.button_green.setIcon(QIcon(QPixmap("Images/bga.jpg")))
self.button_red.setIcon(QIcon(QPixmap("Images/brp.jpg")))
##switch color on buttons
def close(self):#close valve
global F1,S,buttonLock
if buttonLock==0:
F1=S=0
self.update()##update GUI screen
self.button_green.setIcon(QIcon(QPixmap("Images/bgp.jpg")))
self.button_red.setIcon(QIcon(QPixmap("Images/bra.jpg")))
##switch color on buttons
def refresh(self):#change the volume and flow of the tank from GUI panel
global maxVol,F2,F1
a=int(self.lineEdit.text())
b=int(self.lineEdit_2.text())
if (a>=1000 and a<=10000)and(b>=100 and b<=400):
maxVol=a
if F1>F2:
F1=2*b
else:
F1=b/2
F2=b
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def update(self):##Update the GUI screen
global val1,val2,val3,val4,vol,F1,maxVol,state,f2
if vol>=maxVol:#control that the volume is inside the bounds
vol=maxVol
elif vol<=0:
vol=0
self.level.display(vol/maxVol*100)##Update the lcd displays on the GUI
self.volume.display(vol)
self.flow.display(F1)
self.flow_out.display(f2)
self.label_2.setGeometry(QRect(val1, val2, val3, val4-vol/maxVol*490))
dac.normalized_value = vol/maxVol #set analog out proportional to vol
def setAlarm(self):
self.lampGreen.setPixmap(QtGui.QPixmap("Images/lga.jpg"))
self.lampRed.setPixmap(QtGui.QPixmap("Images/lrp.jpg"))
def resetAlarm(self):
self.lampGreen.setPixmap(QtGui.QPixmap("Images/lgp.jpg"))
self.lampRed.setPixmap(QtGui.QPixmap("Images/lra.jpg"))
def resetGreenButton(self):
self.button_green.setIcon(QIcon(QPixmap("Images/bgp.jpg")))
def end(self):#cleanup before ending program
global stop
stop=1#variable for workerthread to end itself
self.WorkerThread.quit()#force quit of workerthread
GPIO.remove_event_detect(15)#end interrupt thread
GPIO.cleanup()#reset all GPIO pins
def toggle(self):#toggle valve
global tog
if tog == 0:
self.open()
tog=1
else:
self.close()
tog=0

################################CLASS IS OVER##########################
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def tog(system):
sig_toggle.send() #send signal to trigger toggle function
def state0():
global S,state,f2,stop
f2=0 #set instantaneous drainflow
sig_resetAlarm.send() #set color green
sig_resetGreenButton.send() #set button green again
sig_update_display.send() #update the display
while(stop==0):
if S!=0:
##Do nothing untill S changes,
state=1 ##then transition to new state
break
sig_anim1.send()#Animate transition
WorkerThread.msleep(500)#sleep for duration of animation
sig_anim2.send()
WorkerThread.msleep(1000)
def state1():
global state,vol,S,maxVol,F1,F2,f2,stop
while(stop==0):
f2=F2 #set instantaneous drainflow
vol=vol+F1*0.015-F2*0.015 ##increase vol with the flowrate
sig_update_display.send() ##until parameters makes state change
WorkerThread.msleep(15)
if vol<=0:
vol=0
if S==1:
state=2
break
if S==0:
state=3
sig_anim3.send()
WorkerThread.msleep(500)
break
if vol>=maxVol:
vol=maxVol
state=3
F1=S=0
sig_setAlarm.send()
sig_anim3.send()
WorkerThread.msleep(500)
break
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def state2():
global S,state,f2,F2,stop
f2=F2/2 #set instantaneous drainflow
sig_update_display.send() #update the display
while(stop==0):
f2=F2/2 #Appears again in loop in case of refresh
if S==0:
state=0
sig_anim3.send() #animate transition
WorkerThread.msleep(500)
sig_anim4.send()
WorkerThread.msleep(1000)
break
if S==2:
state=1
break
def state3():
global state,vol,S,F1,F2,f2,stop
while(stop==0):
f2=F2 #set instantaneous drain flow
vol=vol+F1*0.015-F2*0.015 ##decrease vol by difference of flow
sig_update_display.send() ##until parameters makes state change
WorkerThread.msleep(15)
if S!=0:
state=1
sig_anim1.send() #animate transition
WorkerThread.msleep(500)
break
elif vol<=0:
vol=0
state=0
sig_anim4.send()
WorkerThread.msleep(1000)
break

class WorkerThread(QThread):#workerthread running the "statemachine"
def __init__(self,parent=None):
super(WorkerThread,self).__init__(parent)
def run(self):
global state,stop
while(stop<1):
if state==0:
state0()
elif state==1:
state1()
elif state==2:
state2()
elif state==3:
state3()
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if __name__ == "__main__":
import sys
app = QtWidgets.QApplication(sys.argv)
MainWindow = QtWidgets.QMainWindow()
ui = Ui_MainWindow()
ui.setupUi(MainWindow)
MainWindow.show()
GPIO.add_event_detect(15,GPIO.RISING,callback=tog,bouncetime=300) #set up
interrupt thread that triggers the tog function on rising edge
app.aboutToQuit.connect(ui.end)#run ui.end when exiting program
sys.exit(app.exec_())#end program
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